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APK Downloader Apps Tools Natural Scientific Calculator / June 14, 2017 cloud_download Download APK File Description Loved by millions of users, Android'shighest rated scientific calculator. Rove to navigate. Forget the buttonsNatural scientific calculator utilizes Rove to allow you to editwherever you need. Unlike other calculators
that make you mashbuttons to move a cursor, our app allows you to simply swipe on thekeyboard to get where you need to be. You can also pinch to zoom and get an overview of complex equations. Write as you would on paperOther apps, you'll set equations on a single line like anything from the 1970s. Our natural input solves this
problem by letting you enter equations that you would write them on paper, using transgressions, roots, exponents and much more. It's called a natural display and is a common feature on scientific calculators like TheCasio fx-82 or TI-30XB, and we've finally brought it over toAndroid! History and favorites Instead of having to print long
equations over and over again, simply enjoy them and download them with a single tap. Guaranteed tospeed up your workflow enormously. Tackle problems togetherTwo minds are better than one. Send your equations to friends, classmates, or co-workers to refine your approach to a difficult question. Elegant and purposeful Material
DesignA calculator app doesn't have to be bland and boring. Let thesubtle animations and vibrant colors guide you through the hardestof problems. If you've purchased the Productivity Pack, choose from a variety of beautiful themes including our battery-saving Starless Night theme. Fractions, exponents and soursKonseks when your
equation looks like this?50∗1/(0.05/12−0.08/12)[1−(((1+0.08/12)/(1+0.05/12)]^3]. We are also, so we have made structures that fractions appear naturally as it does on paper. UpdatesFor the last 8 months our team has been working day and night toimplement new features and updates – we won't be stopanytime soon. Support us by
submitting a rating, reviewing or perducing the Productivity Package.Fully served scientific functionality• Radial and Grad support• Decimal to fractional conversion• Mixed and faulty fractions• Permutations and combinations• Precision to 2,048 decimal places (non-trigonometric/roots)• Programmable roots, logaritms• Programmable
constants• Trigonometric functions - sine, cosine, tangent• And many more we can not list because we would be flagged for spammingthis description! We need your helpConnecting to our beta testing community to access the latest cuttingedge features and provide feedback. If you can help us translate,please get in touch with us! You
will be included in our app pre-lending a helping App Information Natural Scientific Calculator App Name Natural Scientific Calculator Package Name roviminteractive.materialcopy Uppdaterad juni juni 2017 File Size Undefined Requires Android Android 4.0.3 and Up Version Developer Stultus Studios Installs 1,000,000 - 5,000,000 Price
Free Category Tools Developer Google Play Link Google Play Link Natural Scientific Version Calculator History Select Natural Scientific Calculator Version : Requires Android: Android 4.0.3 + (Ice Cream Sandwich, API: 15) Tested on: Android 8.0 (Oreo, API: 26) Archive Sha1: b95758e42a8dab9d0666324c3c65a6970fcfda82 APK
Signature: 80e06b693a3a80e0c6c5360826001dc15c4916c8 cloud_download Natural Scientific Calculator 6.0.5 APK (3.2 MB) Requires Android : Android 4.0.3+ (Ice Cream Sandwich, API: 15) Tested on: Android 5.0 (Lollipop, API: 21) File Sha1: a2e3d4ef8f29cb87500b1a4527485690c8304a53 APK Signature:
80e06b693a3a80e0c6c5360826001dc15c4916c8 Requires Android: Android 4.0.3+ (Ice Cream Sandwich, API: 15) Tested on: Android 5.0 (Lollipop, API: 21) File Sha1: 8c1e7efd44d4e385748de432fb2de5f49943f041 APK Signature: 80e06b693a3a80e0c6c5360826001dc15c49 16c8 Requires Android: Android 4.0.3+ (Ice Cream
Sandwich, API: 15) Tested on: Android 5.0 (Lollipop, API: 21) File Sha1: 9c3f56b3ca4e3e18b5e40411ac5786cf3f046bad APK Signature : 80e06b693a3a80e0c6c5360826001dc15c4916c8 Requires Android: Android 4.0.3+ (Ice Cream Sandwich, API: 15) Tested on: Android 5.0 (Lollipop, API: 21) File Sha1:
4af557bc66ecabae3371a9e0986e6648bd5c472d APK Signature: 80e06b693a3a80c6c5360826001dc15c4916c8 Requires Android: Android 4.0.3 + (Ice Cream, Sandwich API: 15) Tested on: Android 5.0 (Lollipop, API: 21) Archive Sha1: 6611006e022ea09d34f9beea87579d9ba1ff91e APK Signature: 80e06b693a3a80e0
c6c5360826001dc15c4916c8 Requires Android: Android 4.0.3 + (Ice Cream Sandwich, API: 15) Tested on: Android 5.0 (Lollipop, API: 21) File Sha1 : 559cef306a4857863a406a5134b185b1a99b02fe APK Signature: 80e06b693a3a80e0c6c5360826001dc15c4916c8 Natural Scientific APK Calculator Loved by millions of users, Android's
highestd scientific calculator. Rove to navigate. Forget the buttonsNatural scientific calculator utilizes Rove to allow you to editwherever you need. Unlike other calculators that make you mashbuttons to move a cursor, our app allows you to simply swipe on thekeyboard to get where you need to be. You can also pinch to zoom and get an
overview of complex equations. Write as you would on paperOther apps, you'll set equations on a single line like anything from the 1970s. Our natural input solves this problem by letting you enter equations that you would write them on paper, using transgressions, roots, exponents and much more. It's called a natural display and is a
common feature on scientific calculators like TheCasio fx-82 or TI-30XB, and we've finally brought it over toAndroid! History and favorites Instead of having to print long equations over and over again, simply enjoy them and download them with a Press. Guaranteed tospeed up your workflow enormously. Addressing togetherTwo minds
are better than one. Send your equations to friends, classmates, or co-workers to refine your approach to a difficult question. Elegant and purposeful Material DesignA calculator app doesn't have to be bland and boring. Let thesubtle animations and vibrant colors guide you through the hardestof problems. If you've purchased the
Productivity Pack, choose from a variety of beautiful themes including our battery-saving Starless Night theme. Fractions, exponents and soursKonseks when your equation looks like this?50∗1/(0.05/12−0.08/12)[1−(((1+0.08/12)/(1+0.05/12)]^3]. We are also, so we have made structures that fractions appear naturally as it does on paper.
UpdatesFor the last 8 months our team has been working day and night toimplement new features and updates – we won't be stopanytime soon. Support us by submitting a rating, reviewing or perducing the Productivity Package.Fully served scientific functionality• Radial and Grad support• Decimal to fractional conversion• Mixed and
faulty fractions• Permutations and combinations• Precision to 2,048 decimal places (non-trigonometric/roots)• Programmable roots, logaritms• Programmable constants• Trigonometric functions - sine, cosine, tangent• And many more we can not list because we would be flagged for spammingthis description! We need your helpConnecting
to our beta testing community to access the latest cuttingedge features and provide feedback. If you can help us translate,please get in touch with us! You will be included in our app forlending a helping hand. Free 1.0 APK This free scientific calculator we provide to you for free. And donot hesitate to use our calculator to solve
mathematical difficulties youface. With this tool you can get quick access to a mathematical function as you want. In scientific calculators have a variety offeatures such as: History with this feature allows you to see the historyof past results, * Features memory * Results History * Unit conversion * Percent * Traditional Algebraic or RPN
operation * Physical constants table * Scientific, engineering and fixed-point modes * Binary, octave, and hexadecimal (can be activated inSettings) * Trig functions in degrees, radians or academics *Configurable digit grouping and decimal cominth and many other inthis Full Scientific Calculator Classic 3.9.2 APK This free scientific
calculator offers a number of useful functions to perform advanced calculations. Its simple andintuitive design makes it a pleasure to use. The calculator has all the features that would be expected of a basic scientificcalculator and a number of more advanced features as well, includingcomplex and logic functions. The calculator is
customizablebekelse that you should change the colors of the screen, background and allthe all buttons, so that you can personalize its appearance. A full ad free version of this app is also available. theScientific Calculator's features include • basic math owners addition, subtraction, multiplication, division andpowers. • conversion
between decimal and soured responses. • indexes and roots. • logaritmer base 2 to 10 and base e (naturallogaritme). • trigonometric and hyperbolic functions and their verses and reciprocals. • complex numbers can be entered and displayed in polar or component form. • all valid functions work with complex numbers, including
trigonometric and inverse trigonometric functions. • logic operations and conversion middle bases, including selecting the two's compliment or unsigned for decimal answers. • 26 scientific constants. • unit conversion. •factorial combinations and permutations. • degrees, minutes, seconds, radians and gradians conversions. • fractions and
key percentages. • absolute function. • previously 10 calculations and re-editable. • last response key (ANS) and five separate memories. • random number generators including normal, poisson and binomial and uniform distributions. • probability distribution calculator for normal, poisson, binomial, student-t,F, chi-squared, exponential and
geometric distribution. • user-definable decimal marker (dot or comma). • selection of the division symbol. • automatic, scientific or technical output. • automaticor manual input for unary minus. • Select the preference (order of operations) for implied multiplication: 2÷5π → 2÷(5×π) 2÷5π → 2÷5×π• optional thousands separator. Choose
between space or comma /point (depends on decimal marker). • variable precision up to 15assigning digits. • scrollable screen that allows arbitrary long calculations to be entered and edited. Calculator Plus Free APK USA TODAY is called Calculator Plus among its 25Essential Apps, call it the handy calculator app that sgarnered good
user ratingsI'm Calculator Plus – the perfect calculator for Android. I am easy to use and beautifully designed to do things better than your handheld handheld calculator ever did.I love to save time and effort. I remember everything youcalculate, and let you review it at any time, making me perfect forshopping, doing homework, balancing
checkbooks, or even calculating rates. And if you exit the calculator and go do something else,it's all still here when you get back. You never have to write the same calculation twice again. I'm attractive and efficient and I make great use of your big,beautiful display:- You will never forget where you are in a calculation - I show youexactly
what happens all the time- I remember everything, so you can take a break, then come backlater and pick up where you left off- I show your calculations in clear, elegant type that is easy to read, with commas where they be- You can use backspace at any time to correct a simple mistake,instead of starting over- Use memory to keep a
running total you can actually see- My percentage key shows exactly what it did, so you're not leftconfused- Swipe memory keys away for advanced math functions!- NEW! Full support for Samsung Multi-Window - true multitaskingfor your Galaxy device.- My intuitive, lovable design makes it easy to make everyday calculations on your
phone or tabletLet Calculator Plus and your phone or tablet finally put thathandheld calculator to rest! This is a supported ad version - our ad-free version is also available. Calculator Plus (C) 2017 Digitalchemy, LLC Calculator Scientific! 1.5 APK scientific calculator is a currentapplicationand it offers the possibility of multiplemathematical
operations. It is one of the few casio scientificcalculator withcomplex carrier number equations.download in the phone the best scientific calculator forscienceever used through this application. Depending on your needs,used basic modes, advanced... bmi calculator is simple apps and elegant interface, yetpowerful,so you can enjoy using
it. Also, if you press buttontomaintain equality. If you are a student or engineer, the teacher scientificgraphingcalculator is for you! A large number of predefined functions areavailable, trigonometric and hyperbolic functions,differentiation,etc. The full multi-line equation makes it easy to keep track of what yours is calculating. All the usual
scientific functionsareon visible keys. There is a scientific and engineering notation mode as well.features- mode portrait or landscape- Trigonometric, logarithmic and exponential- Calculation of fractions- Complex numbers- Beau design, simple an elegant-emi-calculator- Linear and polynomical equations- Basic statistical functionsOperations decimal, binary and hexadecimal-Bitwise Operations- Mode de Radix- Easy to use with the real lookhow to find this app-scientific calculator FX 991ms-scientific calculator-scientific calculator fx 991es plus-scientific calculator Texas instrument ti 84-non scientific calculator-power calculator-power calculator scientific-power
realcalc scientific calculatorDownload calculate scientifique now and share with friendsandfamily.if you like this app than don't forget to give interest &amp;amp; review for further update Scientific Calculator 2.9.1 APK ★ Scientific Calculator with Percentage Calculator, Currency Converter, Standard and Tip Calculator★This calculator app
is the All In One calculator for your everydaycalculations. You can use this app as a math calculator with range of features,Currency converter with live rate updates - for example, to converteuro dollar, Percent calculator for calulating discounts andpercentage or Tips calculator to split the bill between any number of people.☆ Features of
scientific calculator:► Scientific calculator✓ Scientific, technology technology display modes with fixed pointers✓ Calculation memory support✓ Decimal degrees in degrees, minutes and seconds convertibles✓ Trigonometric and hyperbolic functions in radians, degrees and degrees✓ Unit conversions✓ Physical constants table✓ Result
history ✓ Percents✓ Permutations (nPr) &amp; Combinations (nCr)✓ Multiple themes available► Standard calculator✓ Traditional algebraic operation✓ Percentages (20 + 10% = 22)✓ Support for memory calculation✓ Multiple themes available► Currency converters✓ Track currencies from around the world✓ Live exchange rates✓
Easily convert between your favorite currencies (for example, fromeuro to dollar)► Percentage Calculator✓ Calculate percentage✓ Calculate discount, tax, margin and others► Tips calculator✓ Calculate tip quickly and easily✓ Divide the bill between any number of peopleEnjoy this handy Scientific Calculator. Keep track of live prices for
your favorite currencies with Currency Converters. By installing this app, you agree to the following privacy policy:oneaudience.com/privacy/?package_name=com.mdroidapps.mycalc AnyCut APK This is a program to create a shortcut,which comes from the open source anycut application. Easy one-touchdialing, a key to send a short
message. And you can create ashortcut to any application to the desktop. Try it, maybe you will like it.... NetLoop VPN 5.0.4 APK NetLoop is previouslyknownasSimpleAndroid ServerThis app contains a Proxy Server and aFreeVPN.The VPN is not a full-minded featured VPN. it is inteprovidedforsecuritybut for tunneling ändamål.om using
NetLoops proxyserveroptionpleasemakeremove any existing proxy server address inyourdevice'sAPNsettings. Failure to do so will cause some deposition not togothrough vpnvvpn features:• HTTP request Compression.•Ability to change TCP connection parameters.• Ability to use hotspot over VPN (Requires root)•Ability to use multiple
concurrent connections to theVPNservers forthe best Network usage experienceLocal server features:•modify outbound requests.•specify alternate proxies to send a request via•provide alternative headers and ability to stripheadersfromincominghttp response•ability to select the number of connections to be maintainedavtheapp(good for
energy management)•ability to share configuration throughanyfiletransfermethod.•System wide proxy serviceif you are going to use this app with proxy serverfeature,makesure that the device proxy serverfeatureisdisabled:.to use a received config.json fileasthecurrentsetting:•locate the received file using any file manager
ofyourchoice•open the share menu of the file manager and selectusefileasconfigOR•Start NetLoop and use Load ConfigThe Profiles Feature lets youeasilyswitchbetweenconenconfigurations when using NetLoopEnjoy!!. FREE WiFi Password Recovery 4.3 APK Need to re-connect your new to WiFinetwork, but but your password? Want to
share a WiFi password ofrandom characters with your friend? Use FREE Wifi Password Recovery to backup all WiFi passwords onyour device, and reset it when you need them with just one click! Share with friends via TEXT message or email. Yes, just so easy! FREE Wifi Password Recovery features:■ LIST, BACKUP &amp; RESET all
network (WiFi) passwords are saved on your device!■ View SSID and password on full screen (for easy viewing and sharing with others)■ Copy WiFi Password to Clipboard (to be able to pastesomethingwhere)■ ■ View QR code (to another device scan and access thenetwork)■ Share passwords via SMS or EmailPlease Note that FREE
Wifi Password Recovery:(1) works only on rooted devices (need super-userpermissions). (2) is not a WiFi password cracker. NOT intended to crack WiFinetworks. (3) need prior access to WiFi networks with your device toretrieve passwords.- Please understand that FREE Wifi Password Recovery is a freeapp and includes ads to support
developing cost. For ads free app, wehave a paid version - check out the Play Store: why FREE Wifi Password Recovery only works on a rooteddevice? Because your device stores WiFi passwords when you connect to a new WiFi network. You do not have the option to access the passwords and retrievethem unless you have super-user
permissions. Checkout here for more information about root: Do not hesitate to contact(goldenapportunity2@gmail.com) for any problems you may have; and give us 5 stars if you like us! Thank you &amp; enjoy! XAPK Installer 1.4 APK Say goodbye to Android APK OBB Install error problem, XAPKInstaller makes it easier and faster than
ever.• Scan and preview all .apk file on your phone and SD Card• Erase or install APK, XAPK (APK with cache data or obb file)automatically• Download XAPK, APK free online with your Android phone and tabletXAPK Installer for PC is available that allows you to install.apk files from Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8. 8.1 to Android devices. Read
more: download or install APK with XAPK Installer? See need more help? Please tell us more about the issue onFacebook. 360 Security -Free Antivirus,Booster,Space Cleaner APK Free Security Protection, Speed Booster andJunk Cleaner for Android PhoneTrusted of 200 million users, 360 Security is #1 all-in-one power cleaner, smart
speed booster and antivirus app that optimizes your background apps, memory storage, junk files &amp; battery power, keep your secure device from viruses and trojan. Download this powerful super cleaner master optimization &amp; security app that is intuitively designed to protect your mobilelifestyle on just one tap, making phones
run they are brand new all the time. Why 360 Security is a MUST-HAVE app?★It's a one Speed Booster &amp; Smart Cleaner-Lack ing space for new apps and photos? Just clean app caches and junk files,increase your phone with one click!★It's a Smart Battery Saver-Battery draining faster than ever? Kill redundant apps that drain the
battery and extend batterylife!★It is a Virus Remover for android -Worried about virus orphishing? 360 Security's top antivirus solution ensures your device is free of malware, vulnerabilities, adware andTrojans!------------------------------------------High headlights of 360 Security ►Security &amp; AntivirusScan installed apps, memory card
content and new apps automatically. 360 Security's latest anti-virus, adware, malware, trojan, and more protection technologies.►Junk File CleanerRemove all types of junk files (system cache, image cache, video cache and ad cache) to free up storage space.►Speed BoosterBoost speed to improve performance and RAM for your
phone, boost your games to make them run smoothly.►CPU Cooler MasterIntelli gently saves your device's power by knowing when to automatically trigger 360 Security's battery saver function and makeyour phone stay with durable power and never overheated.►Anti-theftAn all-in-one anti-theft solution, in case you lose your favorite
phone. A suite of functions including, Erase, Locate, Alarm &amp;& Lock can help you retrieve your lost device and protect your personal data. You can trigger remote features via our web interface at ►PrivacyPrivacy &amp; App Lock – Prevent data on devices like Facebook, Instagram, Whatsapp, Snapchat, photo albums and other
important &amp; private documents from falling into the wrong hand.►Intruder SelfieInstantly snap a photo of anyone who breaking into your apps andrecord the date &amp; time in App Lock for check.►Fingerprint LockUnlock screen quickly and easily with your fingerprint if your device has the fingerprint sensor, no fear of forgetting
patterns or PIN code anymore.►Real-time protectionSsss-installed apps &amp; local APK files and also monitor each device's installation process, providing the best payment &amp; shopping security. Protect your mobile device with 360 Security, a top of the line-free security app designed to protect your Android phone from the latest
viruses, malware, system vulnerabilities, and privacy risks. This super speed cleaner also clears application caches andjunk files from your system, increases the available storage space on SD cards and increases your Android phone for free.------------------------------------------360 Security available more than 35 languages:
English,Português(Brasil), Português(Portugal), Español(España),Español(Latinoamérica), Pусский, 中中ン, , , Bahasa Indonesia,Türkçe, Tiǎng Viųt, (中中), (中中), Bahasa Melayu, Deutsch,Français, 中中語, Italiano, Čeština, Nederlands, Polski,Suomi, Română, Ελληνικά, Magyar, Hrvatski, Dansk, اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴﺔ, (Slovenščina), Norwegian,
ែខរ (កមុ ), اردو ﺑﺎن,etc.► Read app permissions and usage here: ► would like to hear from you:Like us on Facebook: us on Google Plus Community: Undeleter Recover Files &amp; Data 5.0 APK Scan for and recover deleted files from memory cards and internal storage on rooted* devices. Without a jailbreak/root* access,
Undeleter can only scan app caches for images. READ BELOW FOR INFO ON ROOT. Free, the app will restore all supported images file typesand all types of data, including SMS, call logs and WhatsApp orViber conversations. It will also shred and safely remove. Unlock it to restore other supported file types, remove ads, and resusable
background scanning.*ROOT/SUPERUSER PERMISSIONS require you to change theoperating system on your device, visit this website for more information: may contain images that would otherwise not bediscoverable: you can find photos that were shared with you on social media but you never opened, or lower quality copies of
images you have now or have deleted in the past. They may also contain images that have been preloaded by your browser or other apps on your device - including images of people you don't know. They can be filtered out by using Hide Preserved Files. File types: Journal search can detect files with any possible extension. Essentially
these files are still on your volume with their data in allocated sectors. Journal scan is only available on EXT4 and derived file systems. In-depth scanning searches heurist for and recovers the following types of files: BMP, JPEG/JPG, PNG, MNG, JNG, GIF, MP4, AVI, MKV, MP3,OGG, OGM, WAV, FLAC, AMR, MP4A, PDF, SXD, SXI,
SXC, SXW, ODT, ODG,ODS, ODP, DOCX, XLSX, PPTX, ZIP, JAR, APK, EPUB. Data scanning is available for a select number of apps, including the system phone and SMS applications. Data will be restored in form or HTML files for WhatsApp and Viber, because we can't mergethird-part directories. Shred/Safe Delete: Files located on
free disk areas can be permanently deleted in bulk using the Shred function. You can also use the entire system share menu to securely delete files directly via anyother app, for example by opening the gallery, selecting a number of images, pressing the Share button and selecting Securedelete.ACCOUNT - needed for Google Drive and
Dropbox uploadCALL /SMS - needed for app data scanner - deleted SMS and calllogsLOCATION - for ads Security Master - Antivirus, VPN, AppLock, AP Booster The original CM Security upgraded to the new Master Antivirus &amp;; VPN(by CM, Cheetah Mobile)and redefined the scalp phone security: protects not only your phone but
also your privacy. Instead of providing all the popular features, Security Master Antivirus&amp;VPN(by CM) introduced Intelligent Diagnosis to detect your phone status and advice neededsolution, including Antivirus, Junk Cleaner, and Phone Belt Power(Battery Saviour, and CPU Cooler) in time. In addition, westrengthened the protection
of privacy by creating a shield for allonline activities through SafeConnect VPN.★SafeConnect VPNSecurity Master Antivirus &amp;amp; VPN(by CM) presents mosteasy-to-use free VPN, proxy &amp; unblock solution. Apart from other VPN, SafeConnect VPN partner with Hotspot Shield Free VPNProxy and was designed for everyone.
SafeConnect VPN establishes the asecured cyber environment that you need to block out hackers. SafeConnect VPN allows you to apply virtual space to improve security and freely access favorite content. Security MasterAntivirus&amp;VPN(by CM) now protects not only your device, but protection extends to online data transfer to
prevent leaking ofonline banking information, private messages, and browsing history. (Will be available worldwide soon.) ★Intelligent DiagnosisOur famous great button design is upgraded to intelligent diagnoseyour most needed solution. All solutions to keep your phone safe,clean, and optimized as a new one, including battery.
Antivirus - Security Master Antivirus&amp;VPN(by CM) equips #1 antivirus engine. It detects 100% of viruses &amp;amp; malware through custom scan and removes viruses &amp; malware. Itprotects phone and also your personal information against malware, spyware, and hackers. Junk Clean - Phone automatically stores junk files
from time to time. Security Master Antivirus&amp;VPN(by CM) detects this issue and frees up storage when needed. One tap to clean cache &amp; junkfiles at once. The smartest way to clean and optimize your phone. Phone Boost, Battery Saver, and CPU Cooler – Your phone may nothave the best performance if it stops at a high

temperature or high memory usage. Especially when you charge battery and play games,it watches out phone &amp; battery and keeps your phone cool, fast,and saves more battery life.★Message SecurityWorry if others peeped your message notifications? SecurityMaster Antivirus&amp;VPN(by CM) hides messages in a timely manner
to protect your privacy through Message Security. It brings all chatnotifications into one and makes them easier to read &amp;manage.★AppLockSecurity Master Antivirus &amp;amp; VPN(by CM) protects the privacy ofapp of AppLock. You can lock anything you want to protect, such as Bluetooth &amp; Wi-Fi switches, incoming calls,
latest apps,settings, photos, WhatsApp, or any apps you're Furthermore, the preview of notifications can also be locked so that no one can see which apps you're using or who you're chatting with. Fingerprint caps are supported on Samsung or Android devices 6.0 and up that are equipped with fingerprint sensors. You can also customize
the relocked time to lock again at the screen of your device so that no need to unlock each time you launch an app. Intruder Selfie - Security Master Antivirus&amp;VPN(by CM) protects privacy from snoopers. If someone tries to unlock your app with an incorrect password, the photo of the intruder will automatically be taken and the
intruder alert will be sent to you via email. Itkeeps the phone safe and further tells you who the intruder is. Disguise cover - Security Master Antivirus&amp;VPN(by CM) disguiseslock screen so that no one is aware that you are using AppLock while using your secret &amp; privacy protection. You can protect your life without your parents,
partners or children knowing. Theme - You can choose the style of the lock screen from hundreds ofApplock themes or customize with your photos. Color Status Bar 0.7.7 APK Application status bar decorate. Decorate as desired colors and shapes. New world is coming.*** No root required! Support:Color mixing and changingPosition as
center clock. Show battery percentage. The update continues! Thanks. You.
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